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applicant, domiciled and resident in England, applies for an.
adoption order in respect of an infant resident in England but
domiciled abroad, will the court have regard for the substantive
requirements of the foreign lex domicilii, which may differ
widely from their English equivalents in such matters as the
age of the respective parties and the consents of relatives?
The terms of the English Statute are, indeed, such that an
adoption order made by the court would not be vitiated by a
failure to take account of the foreign law, yet it is submitted that
to make the lex fort the sole arbiter of the matter would be
contrary to principle and often prejudicial to the well-being
of the infant.1 The admitted and basic feature of status as fixed
by the lex domicilii is its universality.2 The status attributed to a
child in his domicil of origin is entitled to universal respect.
It is, therefore, contrary to principle for the English court to
make an adoption order which affects to destroy that status
and to substitute another that is fundamentally different.
Moreover, such an order would scarcely be recognized in the
domicil of origin, with the result that the infant would be the
child of X in England but of T in all other countries, a situa-
tion strangely at odds with the statutory requirement that
adoption must not be permitted unless it will promote the
welfare of the infant.3
The contrary view, that the English statute must be exclu-
sively applicable on practical grounds, has been vigorously
advanced by a learned writer.4 'Adoption in particular is now,
especially since the legislation of 1949 and of 1958, so in-
timately linked with the activities of the welfare authorities
that it has become almost impossible to view an English
adoption otherwise than in a purely English context.'5 It
might, indeed, be extremely difficult to blend two opposing
systems of adoption Uw, but none the less the fact remains
that to impose a status upon a child in conflict with that which
he possesses in his domicil of origin, to create as it were a
limping infant, would be a doubtful blessing for the welfare
authorities to bestow upon him.6
1	Sec 8 /. W C.L.Q. 9 (R, H. Graveson).
2	In re Luck's Settlement Trusts, [1940] Ch. 864, 894, per Scott LJ.
3	Adoption Act, 1958, s. 7 (i) (^).
4	Otto Kahn-Freund, The Growth of Internationalism in English Private
International Law (The Lionel Cohen Lectures, 6th series, 1960), pp. 62-66.
5	Ibid., pp. 65-66.
6	Moreover, in the reverse case, where a person domiciled abroad applies for
a provisional adoption order in respect of an English child, the conditions essential

